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Abstract 

Through a growing market of mobile tourism applications, users nowadays have the option to pick and 

choose among a number of alternatives. The user‟s expectations on this type of application can there-

fore be higher than ever before. In this paper we try to identify what functional requirements travellers 

and tourists have on a mobile tourist application.  

The results of this study show that personalization and context awareness play an important part in mo-

bile application development. When it comes to functionality of a mobile application designed for sup-

porting tourists and travellers it seems like different map and information retrieval functions are the 

most important, while social functions such as integration with social networks and communication 

with friends are less favoured.  



 
 

Abstrakt 

Genom att marknaden för turistapplikationer växer så har användare nuförtiden många fler alternativ att 

välja mellan. Användarnas krav på dessa applikationer har av den anledningen blivit högre än någonsin 

tidigare. I denna studie så försöker vi identifiera vilka funktionella krav resande och turister har på en 

mobil turistapplikation. 

Denna studies resultat visar att personifiering (personalization) och kontexmedvetenhet (context aware-

ness) har en viktig roll i mobil applikationsutveckling. När det gäller mobilapplikationers funktionalitet 

så verkar det som att olika kart- och informationshämtningsfunktioner är de viktigaste, medans sociala 

funktioner som integration med sociala nätverk och andra kommunikationsfunktioner är mindre vik-

tiga. 
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1 Background 

Mobile application development is a very fast growing trend, following the explosive growth of smart 

phones. A Gartner report (Gartner 2011) indicates that the sales of smart phones rose by more than 70 

percent between the years 2009 and 2010; and Distimo reports that the two biggest smart phone appli-

cation markets, AppStore and Android market grew by 111 and 544 percent respectively during 2010 

(Distimo 2011).  Most of today‟s smart phones and mobile platforms have GPS capabilities, and with 

the wide market penetration of primarily smart phones this means that GPS capable devices are quickly 

becoming widespread; which in turn opens up an interesting opportunity to develop GIS (Geographic 

Information System) applications for these platforms.  

In this paper we will take a closer look at one such opportunity in the form of a mobile tourist infor-

mation application. The idea for studying the development of a mobile information application for 

tourists that utilize GPS to present geo contextual information to tourists originates from a research 

program within the European Union, called Tourist Guide for Northern Periphery or TG4NP for 

short. The aim of the TG4NP project is to develop a model and a platform for the development of 

tourist information support systems. This platform will then be used to promote the tourist industry in 

the sparsely populated areas within the European Union; and therefore the project includes representa-

tives from Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Northern Ireland and Greenland.  

A key factor for realizing the idea of supporting tourism in such disparate geographical locations is that 

the platform that is developed is easily adaptable can be used independently of geographical location or 

a specific tourist attraction or site to develop a range of products that will support the tourist industry by 

enriching and facilitating the tourist‟s experience. Lars Furberg at Luleå University of Technology 

(LTU) describes the project as following:   

Our model is to create some sort of knowledge that will persist and that is unbound to 

whether it is fishing in the Skellefteå river, a tourist business in Norrbotten or if it is 

someone in Northern Ireland that want to do mountain biking. What we will do is try 

to find a common foundation that can be used by all these. (Authors translation) 

With the rapid technological advances of mobile phones during the last few years we are now facing a 

situation where it is not only possible to develop advanced applications for mobile platforms, but also to 

spread it to a much wider user base than it has been possible to do before. With smart phones that have 

a relatively large screen size as well as both GPS and high bandwidth Wi-Fi, 3G or even 4G capabilities 

readily available, much of the technical limitations that have been present in earlier similar projects 

(Schmit-Belz, Laukkanen, Laamanen, Veríssimo, Zipf,  Aras & Posland 2002) have been lifted. 
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To just develop a mobile application is one thing, to develop an application that is good, usable, an 

appreciated is something else. Even if many technological constraints on mobile applications have been 

lifted, the question about what the user, the traveler in this case, wants still remains as an imperative 

question. That a great deal of all IT projects fail to meet deadline, fail to deliver what the users expect 

or fail to meet budget constraints is a well-known fact. Ulf Ericsson investigates the reasons why IT 

projects are prone to failure (Ericsson 2007), in Kravhantering för IT system he categorizes the reasons 

behind IT project failures and concludes that 56% of all projects that fail do so because of insufficient 

handling of user/customer requirements. This point is also made very clear by Camilla Byman in her 

report Kravhantering – nyckeln till ett lyckat IT-projekt (Byman 2010).  

Even if these reports, Ericsson (2007) and Byman (2010), study traditional systems, not mobile applica-

tions development; it seems plausible that the same would be true for mobile applications development, 

that user involvement and a user centric focus is an important factor in the development of a successful 

product. Eeva Kangas and Timo Kinnunen discuss the importance of User-Centered Design (UCD) 

practices for successful mobile application development. (Kangas, E. Kinnunen, T. 2005) and in Devel-

oping Successful Mobile Applications Harri Oinas-Kukkonen and Virpi Kurkela (2003, p.4) states the im-

portance of user involvement in the development process by saying that: 

 

…How do we really know that our mobile services are usable enough when the devel-

opment cycle is finished? The answer is simple: by taking real users into design and de-

velopment work and by performing usability studies throughout the process.  

Localytics report that twenty five percent of all mobile applications downloaded during 2010 was only 

used once, which should be an indication that the applications failed to meet the users expectations at 

some level (Localytics 2011). 

When we talk about Mobile Tourist Information Applications in this report we will use the abbrevia-

tion MTIA as not to get overly repetitive on the reader.  
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1.1 Problem context 
A project that aims to develop a MTIA will face a number of problems and challenges that has to be 

solved for the project to be successful. These problems can be divided into three categories: firstly, 

problems that are general to all software development, secondly, problems that are specific to develop-

ment for mobile platforms and lastly, problems specific for the tourism context (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 – Problem domain for mobile application development 

As we have seen user requirement handling and user involvement seems to be such a challenge that is 

applicable to both traditional software development as well as development for mobile platforms. 

In the article How to develop successful mobile applications (2003), Oinas-Kukkonen and Kurkela discuss the 

differences between traditional development and mobile development and concludes that differences 

between the two can stem from differences in the device itself, the user, the usage context and the net-

work. The differences in the device itself should be rather obvious, even with the latest smart phones 

featuring dual core processors, high bandwidth wireless connections and large storage capabilities they 

are still very different from regular computers when it comes to hardware capabilities. Table 1 presents 

an overview of these differences. 

 

The next aspect that differentiates mobile development from traditional software development accord-

ing to Oinas-Kukkonen & Kurkela (2003) is the user and the usage context. They argue that the users 

of mobile services often are on the move, often in a noisy and distracting environment where they can-

not fully concentrate on the interaction with the application in the same way as they would with a 

computer at home, which implies that tasks in a mobile application should be designed to be easy to 

execute and quick to complete.  

Table 1 – Different limitations in mobile devices (Oinas-Kukkonen and Kurkela, 2003 p.2) 
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The last differentiating aspect is the network; at a computer it is often possible to download large quan-

tities of data quickly and at no extra cost. This is not true for mobile data traffic, especially not in an 

international context, which is often the case for tourists, since the cost associated with roaming data 

traffic can be very high. 

These three aspects present some of the mobile specific development challenges; -the technical limita-

tions associated with limited input methods, small screens and the high cost of data transfer as well as 

the challenge to develop a user interface and functionality that is both intuitive and easy to use and at 

the same time tailored to the specific needs created by the mobile use context. These are all concrete 

problems that developers of mobile applications have to deal with but despite this Oinas-Kukkonen & 

Kurkela say that: 

The development of mobile applications should not be about reducing content and 

functionality but about creating new innovative ways of using information technology in 

place, time and user sensitive contexts (ibid, p.5).  

During their work with a tourist system named GUIDE, Cheverst, Davies, Mitchell, Friday and Efstra-

tiou (2000) found that two of the key requirements for the system were support for dynamic infor-

mation and support for interactive services. In order to be able to provide both contextual and dynamic 

information, Chevrest et al. (ibid) concludes that there are a number of challenges that has to be ad-

dressed; -a large amount of information has to be collected, structured and updated regularly and the 

challenge here lies in assigning responsibility and building a framework for handling this.  

In earlier tourist information software projects the problems regarding the information content has been 

tackled somewhat differently. The authors of the article Pinpointing Tourist Information onto Mobile Maps 

– A Light-Weight Approach, where the LiMoG application is discussed, Schwinger et al., argues that a 

single information repository is not feasible in terms of maintenance efforts required. They also point 

out that there is a huge amount of tourist data already in existence and that a tourist information system 

should adapt a flexible design, allowing it to tap into these resources.   The CRUMPET project did 

develop a modular back end structure with software agents providing content and functionality to their 

application. This approach allowed them to integrate the many disparate actors that all needed to be 

integrated into the system in order to fulfill the user‟s needs; to be able to view information about tour-

ist sites, accommodations and transport for example. In order to realize this functionality the coopera-

tion of different independent actors, hotels, transportation companies and tourist information centers, 

are required.   
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A typical tourism trip can be divided into three phases, the planning, the actual visit and activities after 

the visit. Brown and Chalmers (2003) use the terminology pre and post visit and argues that all three 

phases are an integral part of the whole experience. 

If pre visiting is about planning, then post visiting is about sharing and reminiscing (ibid 

p. 349) 

Pre visit describes the planning process, where the tourists, alone or in groups, search for information 

and creates a plan for their trip. According to Brown and Chalmers this plan is more often than not a 

rough sketch, leaving much room for changes.   Post visit in turn means is the way tourist‟s reminis-

cence about and share their experience by showing pictures or video and talk about their trip with fam-

ily and friends when they are back home. Moreover, Brown and Chalmers also argue that tourism is 

“very much a social activity”, and that an important part of the experience is to share the experience 

with people at home through photos, video, postcards or through the use of internet. 

The LiMoG system offers a limited set of functions for facilitation of the pre and post-visit phases of a 

trip as it allows its users to plan tours in advance as well as review tours already completed. The applica-

tion also has a set of basic social functions like finding friend‟s locations on a map (Schwinger et al 

2006). Even if the actual pre/post visit and social functionality of Projects like the LiMoG is limited it 

does gives interesting insight in what can be done as it points out  a range of possibilities such as plan-

ning tools, tools for user to user communication and tools for documenting the trip within the applica-

tion.  

Furthermore, the large scale advent of the so called social networks opens up a possibility to tie the 

application to these networks in some way in order to fulfill the tourists wish to share and communi-

cate. This has in fact partially been realized by the social networking site www.wayn.com, which is a 

web based community for travelers and tourists where they can share experiences, find information and 

plan trips together. Wayn also offers their users access to their network via a smart phone application; 

equipped with this application, a user has access to a limited set of functionality from the Wayn net-

work. The application provides information about places of interest near the users current position, 

determined by GPS, the users can then both see others reviews as well as write their own about these 

places. The Wayn application also offers social functions for messaging as well as sharing text and photos 

with their friends on the Wayn network. 

To give a broad picture of the different problems a MTIA project will be facing we have created a cat-

egorization that divides the problem context into Technical, Structural and Functional areas. The dif-

ferent possibilities, problems, issues and challenges we have discussed can be categorized as either being 

technical i.e. stemming from inherent limitations in hardware and modes of interaction in mobile de-

vices. Problems can also be structural, meaning that they deal with questions about the information 
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model of the application; -who provides and updates the information in the system, where is the infor-

mation stored, and how is information maintenance carried out. Finally, problems can be classified as 

functional, handling questions about user requirements and scope of the application. This classification 

is summarized in Figure 2 below.  The already existing systems that we have studied have had a focus 

on the technical and structural aspects, the main purpose of those projects where often not to develop a 

commercial product but instead to develop or pilot-test technologies, frameworks and concepts. In this 

study we will instead concentrate on the functional aspect and ask what the users of a mobile tourist 

information system actually want –not how it can be done.  

 

Figure 2 – Classification of problems 

As we have seen, user involvement and requirements handling are important factors for successful de-

velopment projects, and therefore this report will have a focus on functional problems. The aim of our 

study is to collect functional user requirements. By functional requirements we mean functionality that 

defines what an application is supposed to accomplish. Functional requirements are commonly ex-

pressed in the form "the application shall do”; an example of this could be “the application shall show 

my current position on a map”. The technical and structural requirements that this functional require-

ment entails such as “the application must be able to obtain its geographical position” and “the applica-

tion must be able to access a map repository” are of course important, but out of scope in this report. In 

this report we will adhere to the terminology and classification of the widely recognized FURPS+ re-

quirements model, where the “F” stands for functionality and is defined as follows (Ericsson 2007). 

Functional requirements describe what the system should be able to do, what functions 

it should have. Usually when describing functional requirements, input and expected 

output are specified. This is used on for example calculations, external interfaces and 

communication. 

If not explicitly stated otherwise, this is what we will mean by “functional requirement”. 

•How to handle hardware limitations in mobile devices and mobile 
networks? 

1 - Technical 

•How to develop a framework and an information model that can 
accomodate independent content providers? 

2 - Structural 

•How to determine the scope and functionality required by users? 

3 - Functional 
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2 Purpose of this study 

The purpose of this study is to do an initial collection and analysis of functional user requirements for a 

MTIA. The potential users of a MTIA are all types of travelers; who comprises a very heterogeneous 

group of users. By studying what kind of functionality these users deem as important in a MTIA we 

hope to provide some input or ideas that can function as a starting point for future development pro-

jects. We do not intend to create a complete requirements specification that can be handed over to 

developers; our study is an initial collection of ideas and user attitudes regarding MTIA‟s that can be 

used as a point of entrance to future work.  

From this purpose we have formalized the following research question that will act as the core impetus 

behind this study. 

Which functional requirements do travelers have on an information application for mobile platforms? 

To clarify this question we propose the following definitions of key terms.   

 By mobile platforms we will from here on mean GPS capable smart phones and tablets such as 

the iPad or other equivalents.  

 By traveler we mean any person who travels, either for vacation as a tourist, for any kind of 

business or any combination of business/vacation traveling. 

Our thought is that an MTIA can be adapted to suit any type of traveler and their need on their trip, be 

it a business trip, a vacation at the beach or a ski trip. Therefore we have chosen the general term “trav-

el” as the context for our work –and all different types of trips constitute a subset of this general de-

scription. When we talk about travelers or users of an MTIA we do this in the context of a travel. 

Requirements collection is something that can be carried out in a number of different ways. We have 

chosen to approach this topic by studying previously developed and studied mobile tourist systems in 

order to gain some knowledge on what has been done before and how was it received then. This 

knowledge has then been transformed onto what eventually became this study. Therefore, this study 

has a secondary purpose – to investigate the differences between user requirements on older mobile 

tourist systems based on sometimes significantly less advanced hardware, therefore having limited func-

tionality by today‟s standards.  
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2.1 Demarcation 
In this study we will concentrate on functional requirements, which mean that we will not consider 

any technical, user interface (UI) or usability aspects. Since this is intended as an initial requirements 

study we feel that the best approach is to just consider functionality, this does not mean that we deem 

other aspects less important, just that we consider functionality to be a suitable first step to take. 

We will further limit pour scope by not looking at accessibility; -functionality for the elderly or the 

disabled, text to speech functions for vision impaired users for example. We recognize that accessibility 

is something that is important to take into consideration in an actual development project, but we will 

leave it aside as it would go beyond the scope of this report. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Research approach 
Our approach to answer the research question which functional requirements do travelers have on an infor-

mation application for mobile platforms was to first review literature on existing mobile tourist systems and 

based on our findings construct a questionnaire in order to collect quantitative data regarding user re-

quirements. This data was then analyzed in order to create a ranked list of important user requirements 

that can be used as an input in a future MTIA development project. 

According to Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2007) a deductive research approach is an approach where 

testable hypotheses are derived from a theory base and the results are then gained by testing these hy-

potheses.  The opposite is an inductive approach where a theory or hypothesis is derived from a set of 

data.  Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill states that “The survey strategy is usually associated with the deduc-

tive approach” (ibid p.138) and this is indeed true for our study. Both our theoretical framework and 

our questionnaire are based on previous work within the field of mobile information systems for tour-

ists.  

By means of a questionnaire we have collected predominantly quantitative data on user‟s attitudes to-

wards a set of functional requirements for a mobile tourist information application, regardless of the 

technical platform. Our results will consist of a statistical analysis of this data, and hence our results will 

be of a descriptive nature. Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill defines descriptive research as “Research for 

which the purpose is to produce an accurate representation of persons, events or situations” (ibid p.596).  

3.1.1 Literature review 
In order to get a broader picture of the field of tourism and technology we have been reviewing litera-

ture in the fields of tourist behavior, software development, user requirement handling as well as articles 

and project reports describing previously developed mobile tourist systems. The review of these previ-

ous works in this field gave us two things; it was used as input in the construction in the survey and it 

also provided an insight into user‟s attitudes towards different features in mobile tourist systems, since 

these project reports and articles described not only the systems but also evaluations and user trials This 

twofold purpose of the literature review thus allowed us to construct a theoretical base for both data 

collection and analysis. This approach to literature is what Saunders et al. calls a deductive literature 

review. 

In order to gather material we used the following search keywords: mobile, tourist, tourism, location 

based, location aware, context aware, application and system. 
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3.2 Method discussion 
Gathering of requirements can be done through many different methods, the most essential of these are 

brainstorming, document analysis, focus groups, interface analysis, interview, observation, prototyping, 

requirements workshop, reverse engineering and surveys (Nancy Dehra, 2010, Techniques Used in Busi-

ness Requirements Gathering). 

Right from the start we could cut out several different methods since they were not suitable for our 

study. Prototyping and reverse engineering simply were not options since our essay is strictly theoretical 

and those would require much practical work, neither did we do any type of observation as we did not 

have any product to let people test. Focus groups are something we decided not to use because it seems 

to be a less productive version of brainstorming. Interviews are something we from the start discussed 

might be a good idea to do; however we realized that we simply did not have enough time. 

Requirements workshops and brainstorming are two methods one could argue that we performed, 

though not outspoken, not with as specific rules and only with the two of us working on the essay 

participating. Document analysis is a method we have used extensively throughout our essay when we 

have looked back and analyzed the older mobile tourist systems. Interface analysis is another method we 

have briefly touched through testing a few newer MTIA such as iKiruna, Wayn and I Tour Seoul but 

we have not done so extensively. 

Eriksson (2007) describes a requirement handling process called The Star (Figure 4); during this study 

we will work with the first step in The Star which is to gather requirements, we will also to some de-

gree work in the second step, which is structuring requirements. We choose survey as data collection 

method because in this way we could reach a sample group consisting of a wide variety of people -

which would be close to the intended user base of an MTIA.  
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3.3 Data collection – Survey 
Surveys can be used to easily gather and structure information, but this ease of use comes with some 

weaknesses and limitations. For it to be an effective data collection method, the author of the survey 

must use the correct terminology and not ask vague questions. The people filling in the survey must 

also be familiar enough with the subject to be able to answer the questions correctly. 

Adèr, Mellenbergh, Hand (2008) states that it is generally hard for inexperienced persons to write good 

questions for surveys, however there are plenty of guidelines to follow. Adèr et al. (2008) also say that 

when writing questions it is important to consider the different answer options. There are two different 

kinds of responses on surveys, open-ended and close-ended. Open-ended means that the person an-

swering the questions has to formulate her own answers while close-ended means she must choose 

between a set number of alternatives. Eriksson (2008) describes that it is a good idea to have an even 

number of response alternatives in close-ended question so the person answering the question actually 

have to take a stance and chose “better” or “worse” instead of just the middle alternative. Saunders, 

Lewis and Thornhill (2007) explains that there are different types of questionnaires, self-administered 

such as internet-mediated-, postal- and delivery and collection questionnaires. Then there are inter-

viewer-administered questionnaires such as telephone questionnaires and structured interviews. When 

choosing which of these different methods to use there are factors that need to be considered: (Saunders 

et al., p. 357, 2007)   

1. Characteristics of the respondents from whom you wish to collect data; 

2. Importance of reaching a particular person as respondent; 

3. Importance of respondents‟ answers not being contaminated or distorted; 

4. Size of sample you require for you analysis, taking into account the likely response rate. 

5. Types of question you need to ask to collect your data; 

6. Number of questions you need to ask to collect your data. 

This study is carried out by means of a self-administered and internet-mediated questionnaire. When 

considering factor 1-6, all of them are not important to our survey. Factor 1, characteristics of respond-

ents is not that important since the user base for a mobile application is heterogeneous and only can 

only be loosely defined, so it was not so important for us to single in on any one specific group of peo-

ple. An MTIA might be more focused towards at a younger generation however we do think that with 

our questions and our way to distribute these, factor 1 is not a problem for us (we asked about which 

age group the respondent is a part of, can always cut out certain age-groups, if needed). Factor 2 is a 

non-factor since we do not want to target anyone specific. 

When designing question for the questionnaire Saunders et al. (2007) suggest that it is possible to adopt 

questions used in other questionnaires or develop your own questions. When designing our question-

naire we looked at previous studies and questionnaires for inspiration, especially the extensive evalua-
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tions of the CRUMPET system, from which we have adapted some questions. Many of the questions 

in the CRUMPET project report were very ambiguous or combined several questions into one, which 

is why we decided to adapt them so that they would better suit our needs. 

We have reached a large number of respondents with a broad demographic scope – something that 

would not be possible with interviews or workshops. According to Eriksson (2008), the person answer-

ing questions might be influenced by the interviewer (interview-administered questionnaire) or even 

the person giving out the questions (self-administered questionnaire), however in a much smaller de-

gree then with other forms of interviews. Much of if the survey is successful or not depends on the 

person writing it. Previously mentioned guidelines needs to be followed, if not, and an error in what-

ever fashion is discovered it is not possible to change already sent out questionnaires. Two major draw-

backs with using a survey is that it can be hard to find qualitative requirements in and it can also be 

very time-consuming to compile the results. 

3.3.1 Sample group 
When sending out questionnaires to anonymous people there is always a risk for contamination, which 

is a risk concerning reliability. Saunders et al. (2007) identifies that the likelihood of contamination 

using an internet-mediated questionnaire is low, however we do not fully agree with this. We think 

that depends on in what way the questionnaire is distributed and how it is presented to the potential 

audience. Say for example we ask friends of ours on Facebook to take part in the survey, which we 

have as a convenience sample. Since they all in some way have a connection to us, they might take the 

survey more or less serious than random people would. Finding a good source of response rate and 

contamination numbers on Facebook or other social media is hard, especially as we ask them as a 

friend, and not as a company.  

In addition to promoting our survey on Facebook we also sent out emails.  The receivers of these mails 

were two groups of people chosen from mailing lists, 73 students from the Professional Experience 

Production programme and 81 students from the Information Systems Sciences programme at LTU. 

These two groups were chosen because of them being convenience samples and we think that they 

would have an interest in the area and would thus be more likely to answer. We asked in the question-

naire where the person who answered got the link to it from so we can distinguish between Facebook 

answers and mail answers. We also asked other similar questions to be able to divide them into groups 

for analyzing the answers. 

The normal response rate on internet-mediated surveys is low, around 11% (Saunders et al., 2007); 

however since the groups we have sent the questionnaire have more of an incentive to answer, we have 

actually got a 44% (68 persons) answer frequency of the mail sample group. We got 16 answers from 

Facebook and 6 by other means. Our target was to reach at least four hundred potential respondents by 
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spreading the link to our questionnaire both by mail and on Facebook. We do not know exactly how 

many of our Facebook friends actually saw the link to our survey, but potentially combining the mails 

we sent with how many friends we have on Facebook we reached at least four hundred people. 

3.3.2 Reliability and validity 
Assuring reliability in internet-mediated questionnaires is not really possible since we have no way of 

knowing if the respondent consults answers with others for example. In our pilot study we asked if any 

questions in the questionnaire made the respondents feel uneasy, which is a big risk for reliability since 

there is a possibility that respondents lie or “cut corners” on questions they feel uneasy about answer-

ing. The conclusion from our pilot study was that our questionnaire does not contain any such sensitive 

questions. Another way to identify contamination is to look at the answers to open ended questions 

where it can be easier to detect unserious answers. Any type of contamination reduces reliability; how-

ever Saunders et al. (2007) identifies that the chance of contamination in internet-mediated surveys is 

low.  

Validity in a survey is if it is able to measure what it is intended to measure. We have done a pilot test 

as Saunders et al. (2007) recommend and it has helped with reliability by giving us both feedback about 

unclear or ambiguous question an also ideas of what normal answers looks like. This pilot study has also 

helped us to see that our research question can be answered with the help of our questionnaire. The 

size of the pilot test that we have done was on ten people. 

The persons who did the pilot test answered question and comment close to the following statements 

proposed by Saunders et al (p. 387, 2007): 

 How long the questionnaire took to complete; 

 The clarity of instructions; 

 Which, if any, questions were unclear or ambiguous; 

 Which, if any, questions the respondent felt uneasy about answering; 

 Whether in their opinion there were any major topic omissions;  

 Whether the layout was clear and attractive;  

 Any other comments. 
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3.4 Method of analysis 
When analyzing our data we will follow the recommendations of Saunders et al. (2007) and use an 

explorative data analysis approach which (ibid, p. 420) describes as follows  

This approach emphasizes the use of diagrams to explore and understand your data, em-

phasizing the importance of using your data to guide your choices of analysis techniques. 

As you would expect, we believe that it is important to keep your research question(s) 

and objectives in mind when exploring your data. However, the explorative data analysis 

approach allows you flexibility to introduce previously unplanned analyses to respond to 

new findings.  

We began our data analysis by using LimeSurveys1 built in report tool to generate statistics and simple 

pie charts. The next step was to export the result set to MS Excel where we could produce more ad-

vanced summaries of data that we turned into percentage bar charts in order to visualize a comparison 

of proportions between variables.  

The purpose of this report is to answer the question which functional requirements do travelers have on an 

information application for mobile platforms? And with this in mind we concentrated our data analysis efforts 

on exploring correlations between demographics of the respondents and their preferences regarding 

functionality in a mobile tourist information application.  Since we have collected mainly ordinal data 

on the scales not useful/very useful and not important/very important represented as discrete numbers 

in the range 1-4 we will use the following types of diagrams in order to visualize our findings, in ac-

cordance with the recommendations of Saunders et al, (p.422, 2007) 

 Percentage component bar chart - To compare the proportions of occurrences of categories or 

values for two or more variables. 

 Pie chart - To show the proportion of occurrences of categories or values for one variable.  

                                                           
1
 LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.org) is an open source online survey tool written in PHP 
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4 Theory 

In this chapter we will provide a theoretical background that will act as a framework and a foundation 

for our study. This framework is built upon a consolidation of knowledge from two different fields; 

mobile application development and studies of previously developed tourist systems. Both these fields 

will have a direct bearing on any project that aims to develop a MTIA. By presenting a theoretical base 

regarding mobile application development handling we aim to describe what differentiates mobile ap-

plication development from “traditional” system development. By reviewing research of already devel-

oped tourist systems we aim to collect and analyze a set of functionality that these projects implement-

ed; along with the results from the user trials of the respective systems. 

In the first part of this chapter we will discuss mobile application development and how this differs 

from more traditional software development projects. From this discussion we conclude that two con-

cepts stand out as important in mobile development. These concepts are personalization and context 

awareness. Both Kaasinen (2005) and Oinas-Kukkonen & Kurkela (2003) mentions these as important 

concepts that will enable developers to create better applications that will deliver more value to the end 

user. As we will see in the review of previous tourist systems, both context awareness and personaliza-

tion are dominant features (Table 3). Since these two concepts seem to be of core importance in mobile 

application development we will present them more in-depth to provide a background for section 4.3, 

“Personalization, context awareness and user requirements”, where we discuss how personalization and 

context awareness can affect user requirements in mobile development. 

4.1 Mobile application development 
A software development project usually include some form of requirements collection at an early stage, 

and how this is carried out does not differ much between “traditional” and mobile system develop-

ment. Mobile applications have a potentially larger, more heterogeneous and loosely defined target 

group of users which has to be accounted for when doing requirement collection and analysis, but the 

collection itself can be carried out using the same techniques in both cases. An example of this “tradi-

tional” approach to requirement collection in a mobile development setting can be found in the article 

Mobile Government User Requirements Model (Thunibat et al. 2011). 

The real fork between traditional and mobile development processes will come at a later stage, when 

the design and actual implementation of the application has started. 
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 In this part of the development process the differences are, quite naturally, differences in development 

tools, programming languages and frameworks. The area of application design is where the differences 

between traditional and mobile application development are most discernable and most researched. 

Both Kaasinen (2005) and Oinas-Kukkonen & Kurkela (2003) have proposed design guidelines for 

mobile development. These guidelines are presented as rules-of-thumb aimed at simplifying the devel-

opment of better mobile applications. Oinas-Kukkonen et al presents a list with seven key principles 

that they find important in mobile application development. 

1. Such services should provide information that users need when they are on the move (Mobili-

ty). 

2. They should make the life of their users easier (Usefulness). 

3. They should include only relevant information (Relevance). 

4. They should be simple and easy to use (Ease of use). 

5. The most important information should be the easiest to locate (Fluency of navigation). 

6. They should use their users‟ terminology and their navigational structure should be organized 

in the way in which users think (User centeredness). 

7. They should be adapted to each and every user‟s own needs and capabilities (Personalization). 

Eija Kaasinen presents a list of design implications that are intended to facilitate user acceptance of mo-

bile applications by fulfilling a set of core user values. She argues that attention should be paid to the 

following principles when considering the values that mobile services could provide to the users: 

• Mobile devices are above all personal communication devices. That is why it is no wonder that 

key values include personally relevant and interesting content and communication. The com-

munication value can be related to communication-based services such as discussion groups but 

it may also be related to the possibility to participate and spice up the service with user-

generated content. 

• Mobile services need to provide the users with topical information. If the information is not 

topical, the user can have it elsewhere and at other times. 

• Mobile services need to provide the user with enough information. If the information is not 

comprehensive, the user has to get the rest of the information elsewhere, and soon learns to go 

elsewhere in the first place. 

• Seamless service entities support the user throughout an activity, even from one service to an-

other and from one device to another. 

• The usage needs are often occasional, even if the service is very useful in those occasional usage 

situations. 
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These guidelines are not tied to any specific step in the development process; instead they can be seen 

as a sort of evaluation criteria towards which the development process and the emerging product (the 

application) can be evaluated.  What we can see from these lists is that they both mention the im-

portance of personalization in mobile applications.  

4.1.1 Requirement handling process 
The demand on requirements handling in software development gets higher and higher compared to 

ten years ago when most systems was self-sufficient;  nowadays the systems are often highly integrated 

in each other, trading information. As stated earlier, software development projects are under high pres-

sure to make sure the system is finished and delivered on time and budget, which creates a demand on 

the requirements handling process to function effectively. Eriksson (2007) writes that if a project fails to 

meet its deadline, there is a larger the risk is that the finished system is no longer what the customer 

needs. 

Some reasons for failing with requirements handling can be attributed to the techniques used for gath-

ering them, from whom they are gathered or from ambiguously written requirements. The longer it 

takes for the missing requirements to surface the more it will cost, as it takes one minute to add some-

thing in a word document while retracting something from production can cost several thousand times 

more, a fact that is visualized by Boehm curve (Figure 3).  

 

  

Figure 3 – Boems curve (Boehm’s curve) describing how total cost of a software developing project 
rises significantly when new requirements are introduced in the later stages of the project. 
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Eriksson (2007) describes a requirement handling process called The Star (Figure 4), which is an itera-

tive process in which every step and between every step there is iteration. The Star is divided into 6 

steps; gather, structure, prioritize, document, quality assurance and manage. 

 

Figure 4 – The star, describing the iterative requirements handling process (Eriksson 2007, p.31) 

The process is started with gathering, which includes defining purpose and goal, target audience and 

demarcation. Requirements should be gathered with persons who have an interest in a successful result 

and therefore have relevance towards the project. Methods for gathering requirements can be work-

shops, interviews and surveys. Structuring (step 2) of requirements is an activity that is continuously 

running throughout the project in order to structure the requirements in a way that is both manageable 

and easy to overview. Prioritizing of (step 3) requirements should be based on what gives the most 

value for the money and which requirements are associated with the largest risk. This step is vital in 

order to discern which requirements are the most important, to ensure that these are given priority. 

Documentation of requirements (step 4) something both internal and external developers must take 

into consideration. It is more or less a contract of what is to be done and for what payment. It is very 

important to be detailed in documentation. Quality assurance (step 5) is to make sure the requirements 

are documented correctly. Quality assurance is done iteratively throughout the project. One way to do 

it is to develop and deliver small parts of the system often, so the buyer can check if it is what they 

need. Manage (step 6) is to, if necessary, change requirements in a structured manner. When require-

ments changes it increases the chances of errors, so it is important to think them through before chang-

ing them. 

Requirements 

Gather 

Structure 

Prioritize 

Document 

Quality 
assurance 

Manage 
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4.2 Personalization and context awareness 

4.2.1 Personalization 
Information overflow can be a problem in mobile applications and in a mobile usage context because of 

the limited screen size of the device combined with the user‟s often diverted attention. Eija Kaasinen 

means that application personalization might be at least a part of the solution to this problem (Kaasinen, 

2005). According to a business dictionary, personalization can be defined as:  

”Creation of custom tailored services (such as news pages on the web or specialized 

newsletters) that meet the individual customer's particular needs or preferences.” 

Oinas-Kukkonen and Kurkela (2003) discuss personalization and concludes that mobile applications 

should not have reduced content and functionality but instead create new and innovative ways to pre-

sent the content to the user in a personalized manner. Another researcher that suggests personalization 

as a requirement for mobile applications is Eija Kaasinen who says that: 

Mobile usage situations vary a lot in terms of the technical, physical and social context of 

use. Thus the services cannot be designed only for specific contexts of use but need to 

be adapted to different users and usage situations (Kaasinen, 2005, p. 22). 

However, the design and development of software, i.e. mobile applications, that is capable of personali-

zation is not without challenges. In order to achieve personalization of an application or a web page for 

example the user might need to spend considerable time and effort to set it up. The data (user prefer-

ences and needs) that the system (application, web page, etc.) need in order to personalize its settings, 

often called the user context, can be collected either explicitly by asking the user or implicitly by re-

cording the users interaction with the system; and both these methods comes with advantages and dis-

advantages.  

Billsus, Brunk, Evans, Gladish and Pazzani (2002) believe that for adaptive personalization to meet the 

difficult test of user acceptance, it must be designed with certain constraints in mind: 

 Good initial experience and the user must be able to learn quickly. First time using the system 

should be non-personalized, a default presentation. Smooth transition between non-

personalized and personalized system. 

 Quick to adapt to changes in personal profile. 

 Avoid tunnel vision, always show new important things. 

 A single action should not have drastic and unrecoverable effects. 

 Support multiple modes of information access. 

 Respect privacy. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/custom.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/services.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/new.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/web.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/newsletter.html
http://www.investorwords.com/10302/meet.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/customer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/need.html
http://www.investorwords.com/10674/preference.html
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Nielsen (1998) on the other hand says that “Web personalization is much over-rated and mainly used as 

a poor excuse for not designing a navigable website.” He further argues that the best way for a user to 

find information is to use a website that presents information in such a way the user can choose what 

topics she wants to see at that exact moment. For a computer to guess what the user is interested in at a 

specific time is difficult, especially as the users need of information can change from one minute to the 

next (Ibid). Kaasinen (2005) argues that personalization has come a long way and is an important feature 

in mobile technology. Nielsen (1998), who criticizes personalization in most cases, agrees that in some 

cases personalization can offer great advantages for the users.  

4.2.2 Context-awareness 
The mobile applications and services of today that offer ubiquitous access present both great opportuni-

ties and great challenges for developers. According to Eija Kaasinen (2005), personalization is an effi-

cient way to enhance the usability of mobile applications. In their article An Ontology-Based Framework 

for Personalized Mobile Content Services (p. 1. 2009) Cai, Zhang and Xiao describes the goals of personal-

ized design as “the right thing, in the right position, on the right time, by the right means, and for the 

right user.” and argue that context is a crucial issue in realizing these goals. 

  

This view, that context is an important prerequisite for personalization, is also shared by Schwinger, 

Grün, Pröll, Retschitzegger and Schauerhuber (2007). Personalization then seems like a viable strategy 

for both tackling the problems and tapping into the possibilities that emanates from the mobile plat-

forms hardware limitations, ubiquitous access modes and varying usage contexts. The concept of con-

text can be quite elusive so in order to clarify exactly what we mean by context we will make use of a 

definition proposed by Dey (P. 5, 2001) 

 

Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An 

entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between 

a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. 

Dey (P. 5, 2001) has also proposed a definition of what constitutes context-awareness for a computer 

system. 

A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or ser-

vices to the user, where relevancy depends on the user‟s task. 
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This definition of context awareness by Dey can be further developed to specifically suit a mobile envi-

ronment.  Cai, Zhang and Xiao (2009) have developed a context ontology (Figure 5) that they use in 

the development of a framework for mobile content provisioning services. This ontology names the 

total context “mobile content provision context (MCPContext)” and this is in turn subdivided into 

three fields, physical context, user context and computer context. The MCPContext is the total con-

text that would act as a base against which an application would adapt itself and thus fulfilling the goals 

of personalization.  This ontology is useful in that it provides a good way to think about and structure 

different types of context. 

 

Below is a short description of the three different subcategories of context as presented by Cai et al 

(2009). This list should not be seen as an exhaustive list of all possible contexts; its purpose is instead to 

exemplify the different categories in the context ontology. 

 

 Physical Context is used to specify physical environment factors including time, location and 

weather.  

 User Context contains the user‟s basic information, interests, preferences, schedule and activi-

ties. The users should have the possibility of customizing the contents in various subjects and 

the ways interacting with service agents. Interests are used to describe domain subjects that us-

ers are interest in, and comparatively preferences represent the manners, formats and conditions 

of content acquisition and delivery.  

 Computing Context is composed of device and network profiles. The device profile contains 

hardware and software characteristics, which present the information processing and I/O capa-

bility of mobile terminals, such as screen size, display resolution and supported streaming media 

type. Network profile is typically described by network type and bandwidth.  

Figure 5 – Context ontology (Cai, Zhang and Xiao 2009, p.2) 
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4.2.3 Collection of context data 
One of the main problems with using context for application personalization is that context data can be 

difficult to collect and interpret. Physical Context such as time and location and Computer Contexts 

such as device and network parameters are relatively straightforward and can be collected without much 

effort. User context is a different matter; Nielsen (1998) and Kaasinen (2005) means that users do not 

want to spend much time setting up complex personalization features, a statement that is consistent 

with the findings of Posland et al (2001) that states that collection of user context data should mainly be 

done implicitly so not to bother the user with dialogues. The challenge then is to implicitly collect 

relevant user context data and to interpret it correctly, while at the same time not taking away the users 

sense of control of what is happening; -another problem that both Posland and Nielsen mentions. 

4.3 Personalization, context awareness and user requirements 
In the previous sections we have argued that personalization through context awareness for mobile 

applications presents both challenges and opportunities for developers. Personalization and context 

awareness opens up new possibilities in terms of functionality; a mobile application that utilizes location 

context can for example allow a user to find restaurants within a certain radius from his or her current 

location, such as in the Google maps application that is available for the Android platform. If the same 

application is made aware of not only location but also time and date (physical context) it can also filter 

out restaurants that are closed (if the restaurants are tied in to the service and provides their opening 

hours). Furthermore, if the application is aware of the fact that the user is a vegetarian (user context), it 

can tailor the result set even further to that specific user‟s preferences. If the application is aware of 

available network bandwidth and the screen size of the user‟s device (computer context) it can tailor the 

presentation of the list of available restaurants so that it fits nicely on the screen and is loaded within 

reasonable time (images might be omitted or sent only in low resolution if the available bandwidth is 

low). This simple example show how context awareness and personalization can give rise to new func-

tional requirements that have these as a prerequisite –the requirement “the application should be able to 

locate restaurants that suits my taste in the surrounding area” would simply not be possible to realize 

without context awareness and personalization.  

The example above made use of a few different types of context, namely location, personal preferences 

and device information. In another situation, say that a traveler is standing in the middle of a city and 

want a list of historical sites to visit. Depending on the weather the application might rank or filter its 

suggestions so that on a day with bad weather conditions, parks and other outdoor sites are ranked low-

er or even filtered out completely. This exemplifies how different functions or services in an MTIA will 

make use of different parts of the total context to tailor its service to the user.  
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4.4 Functionality of previous mobile tourist systems 
In this section we will present a summary of the functionality implemented in the previous mobile 

tourist systems CRUMPET, COMPASS, GUIDE, Cyberguide and LiMoG. The functions we choose 

to present here are functions that would correspond roughly to functional requirements. Functions 

regarding implementation or technical platform specifics are intentionally left out.  Since these five 

systems have some functionality in common we choose to give each piece of functionality found a ge-

neric name. The list of functionality presented below is a compilation of data from various articles, con-

ference summaries and project reports. For a description of the different applications developed within 

these projects we refer the interested reader to Appendix A.  

A comparison with focus on the underlying information frameworks and the technical details of these 

and other tourist system projects can be found in the article Context Awareness in Mobile Tourism Guides 

by Schwinger, Grün, Pröll, Retschitzegger and Schauerhuber (2007).  

4.4.1 Generic list of functionality in previous mobile tourist systems 
 Location aware 

 Context aware 

 Personal profile 

 Information search 

 Context aware presentation of information 

 Pro-active tips 

 Dynamic information 

 Show current position 

 Show nearby points of interest on a map 

 Thematic overlays 

 Navigation 

 See friends position on map 

 Send messages to friends or tour guides 

 Read/Write comments for points of interest 

 Create a personal tour 

 Make reservations for events or attractions 

 Show timetables for public transport 
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4.4.2 Categorization & generalization of functionality 
By collecting functionality from different mobile tourist systems we advise that functionality of such 

applications can be divided into six general categories. We do not claim to have introduced an exhaus-

tive or perfect list of categories for functionality of a mobile tourist system; the motive behind the cate-

gorization is merely to present a more structured picture of these applications in terms of their func-

tionality. Below is a short description of the different categories we introduce, and in Table 2 we struc-

ture functionality found in previous systems under these categories among with a general description of 

that piece of functionality. 

 

 Personalization 

In this category we place functionality that intends to support personalization of the applica-

tion, location & context awareness and personal profiling functionality for example. 

 

 Information 

The information category contains different functions for information search and retrieval. 

 

 Map 

Different map functions such as displaying current location and displaying points of interest on 

a map is categorized as map functions. 

 

 Social 

Functions such as instant messaging, showing friends locations or leaving comments for points 

of interest are categorized as social functions. 

 

 Planning 

Functionality for planning tours or making reservations and bookings are categorized as plan-

ning functionality. 

 

 Transportation 

Functionality that supports and facilitates use of public transport, such as showing timetables for 

a certain bus stop. 
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Table 2 – General description and categorizatioon of functionality found in previous tourist systems 
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4.4.3 Summary of functions in previous mobile tourist systems 
Table 3 presents a summary of the functionality in the five mobile tourist information systems we have 

studied, CRUMPET, COMPASS, GUIDE, Cyberguide and LiMoG. The functionality is here divided 

into categories as we earlier proposed.   

 

From Table 3 we can see that all five systems implement location awareness and context aware 

presentation of information. Together these two functions make up the “core” of a location based 

mobile tourist system. We can also see that three out of the five applications also implemet context 

awareness and personal profiles and thus offering a high degree of personalization.  

Table 3 – Matrix over functionality found in previous tourist systems 
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4.5 Results from evaluations and user studies of previously developed 

mobile tourist systems 
In this section we present the evaluation methods and some notable findings from the evaluations of the 

COMPASS, GUIDE and CRUMPET applications.  The LiMoG and Cyberguide applications have 

not been evaluated in such a way that there are any useful results to present.   

4.5.1 Evaluation of COMPASS 
Van Setten et al. made an unsupervised survey to detect “the perceived usefulness of the context-aware rec-

ommender (quantitative) and why they felt that it was useful or not (qualitatively)” (2004, p 242). The task the 

respondents were asked to complete was to choose a place to eat from a list of nearby restaurants. The 

list was generated by the COMPASS systems prediction technique which prioritized restaurants that the 

user had not visited too recently while also taking the respondents own preferences into consideration. 

The respondents where then asked to rank how useful they found the prediction feature. 

From the results van Setten et al. (2004) draws the conclusion that the perceived usefulness decreases 

when the recently visited variable was used. Further they draw the conclusion that the tourist system 

should not take too many contextual factors into consideration, their survey results indicated that the 

respondents wanted to decide for themselves which factors are important.  
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4.5.2 Evaluation of GUIDE 
The GUIDE system was evaluated in two stages, first by an expert walkthrough and then by a field 

study conducted in Lancaster city in the UK.  The expert walkthrough was conducted with a group of 

four experts in the fields of user-centered design and computer aided learning. The outcome of this 

walkthrough was mostly comments on the user interface. The user trial was done by lending GUIDE 

units to visitors and then letting them use the system as they pleased; -the evaluation was done in three 

parts, an event log that recorded the users interaction with the system, by shadowing the tourists and 

collecting observational data and finally by a follow up semi-structure interview. A total of 60 people 

volunteered to use the system and be a part of the user trial. The profile of the users included in the 

trial is presented in Table 4 below. 

Table 4 - GUIDE study respondents demographics 

 

Notable findings from the evaluation of the GUIDE application are the following: 

 The interactive services received a mixed response where 8% of the users stating that they 

would much rather speak to someone in person and 80% stating that the function lacked in 

feedback and that they would like to get confirmations that the booking or reservation they 

made through the system had actually been made. 

 The majority, 72% of the users appreciated the flexible nature of the system; that it could act as 

either a tour guide or as a guidebook. 

 All users appreciated the ability to follow a link to get more detailed information or see related 

topics in an information topic. 

 The design should not be over-zealous when it comes to constraining information to certain 

contexts. The field trial of GUIDE showed that the users wanted the ability to search and view 

all information in the system, not just what the system filtered against the available context.  

 A reasonable majority, 78% of the users appreciated that the system knew of their location.  
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4.5.3 Evaluation of CRUMPET 
The CRUMPET system has been evaluated for the aspects of functionality, usability and overall assess-

ment through a series of user trials, questionnaires and observations. Before they got a chance to test the 

CRUMPET system they filled a questionnaire in which one question was if they were willing to pay 

for a system like this, 64% said “Yes” and 36 said “No”. After that questionnaire, the evaluation was 

done in such a way that the user first got a quick introduction to the system and then proceeded to 

complete a predefined set of typical tasks using the system. When finished they were asked to fill in a 

questionnaire about their experience, at this point the users got the chance to answer to the same ques-

tion as before, if they would be willing to pay for a system like this, now the answers were 82% “Yes” 

and 18% “No”. Observations where made when the users interacted with the system. The question-

naire also contained some closed questions and an additional open question where users where asked if 

they missed any feature in CRUMPET. Noteworthy results from that question are listed below (a 

summary of what features test user would like to have). 

 Search function ( the prototype only had an interest based way of content retrieval, users re-

quested a straight forward search as well) 

 Direct interactions with maps (Directly pan/zoom by clicking the map instead of a button) 

 Maps should show more detail such as bus stops, facilities, accessibility for disabled, distinct out-

line of single buildings. 

 Content about public transportation, facilities including doctors, hospitals, car parking. 

 Textual description of tours in addition to showing the rout on a map. 

 Voice control and audio output (spoken information). 
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Important features in a tourist guide 

The closed questions asked provided the following statistics (Figure 6) over how important different 

features of a tourist system where ranked by the respondents in the CRUMPET user study.  

 

Figure 6 – CRUMPET survey - Ranking of features in a mobile tourist guide (Schmit-Belz, Laukkanen, Laamanen, Veris-

simio, Zipf, Aras, Posland 2002, p.17) 

As we can see, maps, brief information, transportation and sites are ranked especially high, with about 

half of the users ranking these as being very important features in a mobile tourist system (Schmit-Belz, 

Laukkanen, Laamanen, Verissimio, Zipf, Aras, Posland 2002). 
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Travelers information need while on tour 

The top half of Figure 7 show what sources of information the respondents utilize while they travel, the 

bottom half show what information they search for. Here we can see that books, maps and brochures 

are the primary sources of information; and that the most popular things to look up while travelling are 

restaurants, sites and events. 

 

Figure 7 – CRUMPET survey - Tourists information needs while on tour (Schmit-Belz, Laukkanen, Laamanen, Verissimio, 

Zipf, Aras, Posland 2002, p.15) 
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Important aspects of a destination 

Figure 8 show important aspects of a destination. Schmit-Belz et al. draws the conclusions that nature 

and culture are at the top of the ranking, which they say is normal in tourism surveys. Furthermore 

transportation availability is an important factor as it often causes problems for tourists. 

 

  

Figure 8 – CRUMPET survey -  Important aspects of a destination (Schmit-Belz, Laukkanen, 
Laamanen, Verissimio, Zipf, Aras, Posland 2002, p.16) 
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5 Results 

In this section we will present a summary of the results from our survey. We have collected 81 com-

plete answers, of which 51% where males and 49% females. Most of these respondents (about 85%) are 

between 20 and 39 years old and is living in Sweden (91%). About 15% of the respondents have used 

some kind of mobile application for tourists before (Table 5).  

Table 5 - Respondent profiles in our survey 

Age profile Number Gender 
Used a mobile application for tourists 

before 

  Males Females Males Females 

0-19 1 0 1 0 0 

20-39 69 34 35 6 3 

40-59 11 7 4 3 0 

60-over 0 0 0 0 0 

5.1 Personalization and context awareness 
More than half of the respondents said that personalization is an important (32%) or very important 

(31%) feature of a mobile tourist information application. 

When it comes to setting up personalization most respondents (59%) prefer an approach where they 

both can enter information manually and have the application learn as they go. Only 3% of the re-

spondents prefer to have the personalization setup done in a completely automatic way (Figure 9). 

Figure 9 – Preferences for personalization set-up 
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5.2 Personalization, context awareness and user requirements 
As we can see in Figure 10; a personal profile, the current location and other user‟s recommendations 

are considered the most important criteria on which to base recommendations. More than 80% of the 

respondents think that an application should base its recommendations on the current location of the 

user and a personal profile. About 55% of the respondents think that recommendations should be based 

on other user‟s ratings. 

 

Figure 10 – Types of context against which to base context aware recommendations 
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Two methods of recommendation delivery are favoured by the respondents, with 42% saying that an 

MTIA should only give recommendations when the user explicitly asks for them. 47% of the respond-

ents would like to be able to both get pro-active recommendations as well as having the option to ask 

for them. To only be able to receive pro-active recommendations is an option that was preferred by 

only 2% of the respondents (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11 – Preferences on how a recommendation system should work 
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5.3 Important aspects of a destination 
The two most important aspects of a travel destination, according to our respondents, are entertainment 

and that it is affordable and price worthy, with almost 50% of the respondents ranking these as very 

important. Other important aspects include people and culture and food (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12 – Important aspects of a destination 
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5.4 Important features in a tourist guide 
When it comes to ranking possible functionality for a mobile tourist information application we present 

our findings in Figure 13 below. Here we note that almost 80% of the respondents think that being 

able to find information is a very important feature. Showing your own position on a map and viewing 

timetables for public are two other popular features. Notable here is that all three “social” functions, 

show friends location on a map, send instant messages to friends and upload content to social networks 

are ranked relatively low. They are ranked as very important only by about 10-20% of the respondents.  

Figure 13 – Ranking of features in a MTIA 
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5.5 Traveler information need while on tour 
Figure 14 show what information the respondents usually search for while they travel. Here we can see 

that information about restaurants and attractions are most sought after, with around 65% of the re-

spondents saying that they look up information on these. 

5.6 Delivery and price  
We asked the respondents what their preferred method of application delivery was and the result is that 

about 65% prefer a downloadable application while about 20% of the respondents prefer a web applica-

tion. Regarding price, 55% of the respondents said that they are willing to pay a smaller fee in the range 

0-7 € in order to gain access to an MTIA. 

  

Figure 14 – Information need while on tour 
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5.7 Respondent suggestions 
In our questionnaire we included the question ”Please describe what other features or functionality you would 

like to have in a mobile tourist information application” and here we present a summary of what features the 

respondents would like to have in a MTIA. 

 Currency converter 

 Information on local price levels 

 Lexicon with common phrases 

 Indications about public restrooms 

 Information on local health care facilities - hospitals, poison centrals, drug stores etc. 

 A schedule which I can fill with activities/places which are linked to information regarding the 

activity/place 

 Crucial information regarding emergencies, i.e.  location/contact information of health care fa-

cilities, drug stores, poison centrals and embassies 

 A sort of bulletin board where local establishments can post information about upcoming 

events, shows etc. 

 Information about local sports competitions that is open for admission. 

 Integration with the www.couchsurfing.org website and system. 

Two respondents also used this space for raising their concern about the high costs associated with data 

traffic roaming, saying that they would like the option to download all necessary information before 

they leave as to keep data traffic and costs down during their trip. This is a concern that we feel is im-

portant to address, and it is also something noted in earlier research by Oinas-Kukkonen & Kurkela 

(2003). 
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6 Analysis 

In this chapter we will present an analysis of the survey results that we briefly presented in the previous 

chapter. This analysis will consist of a comparison of our results with the results from evaluations of 

previous tourist systems, mainly the CRUMPET system which have undergone extensive user evalua-

tions. The purpose of this analysis is to provide a more in-depth discussion about our results as well as 

to find common themes and connections with previous research findings. This analysis will be summa-

rized in a table of functionality of previous tourist systems, this time complemented with a summary of 

the results from our own survey (Table 6).   

6.1 Personalization and context awareness 
What we can see from the theory and the results chapters about personalization is how to set it up and 

how important it is. In our results we can see that very few of the respondents (3%) would like an  

MTIA to be fully automatic when setting up a personal profile, by recording the users behavior 

through for example search results and places visited. This follows the same result as the COMPASS 

system as their results showed that users wanted to decide for themselves which factors should be im-

portant in personalization. Further our results show that 31% the respondents said that they wanted to 

set up the personal profile for themselves, and 59% said that they wanted a combination of the two. 

A combination of both automatic setup of the personal profile with a manual approach seems to be the 

most effective as the largest downside to personalization is the difficulty to setting it up (Nielsen 1998, 

Kaasinen 2005) while the users do not want it to be fully automatic. 

6.2 Personalization, context awareness and user requirements  
Looking at Figure 10 in the previous chapter (section 5.2), we can see that personal profile and current 

location is by far the two most popular choices for how personalized recommendations should be 

made, recommendations and ratings by other users is on third place with a good margin to the remain-

ing alternatives. As personalization and personalized recommendation go hand in hand, the conclusions 

from the COMPASS system are applicable with personalized recommendations as well. As van Setten 

et al. (2004) concluded, a mobile tourist system should not take too many contextual factors into con-

sideration, as their survey results indicated that their respondents wanted to decide for themselves which 

factors are important. 

When it comes to the question how recommendations should be delivered to the user, two of the al-

ternatives are dominating. The largest one (47%) is that an MTIA should give personalized recommen-

dations both pro-active and when asked for, the second largest one (42%) is to only give recommenda-
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tions when asking for them. Here we can also see that to only have automatic pro-active recommenda-

tions is by far the least favored alternative (2%). Comparing this result to those in the CRUMPET 

evaluation, the results are very different. Around 58% of the people answering that survey said that pro-

active recommendations are important or very important (Table 6). However, we find this result to be 

up for debate. In the CRUMPET survey they did not provide any alternative ways of how the rec-

ommendation system could work, so we believe the people answering the survey just thought it was a 

great idea with recommendations, they just did not know of any other way to implement it into a 

MTIA. 

6.3 Important aspects of a destination 
Our respondents ranked “affordable and price worthy” as the single most important feature of a travel 

destination, with about 50% ranking this item as being “very important” and another ~35% saying that 

it is an important aspect. This result is not due to the fact that the majority of the respondents being in 

the 19-39 age category (which could be more price sensitive). If we single out only the 40-59 years old 

age category, the answers are roughly equal with those of the 19-39 category. Even if the sample in the 

40-59 years old category is too small to draw any definite conclusions, these results might atleast imply 

that this is an aspect that most travelers, regardless of age, find important. 

Another aspect that our respondents ranked highly is entertainment, ranked as “very important” by 

about 50% of the respondents. In the age category 40-59 entertainment was ranked as “very important” 

by about 27% of the respondents. Compared to the findings in the CRUMPET evaluation presented in 

Figure 8 we can see that our respondents are more interested in entertainment (Figure 12). Other than 

that the results from the ranking of the different features of a travel destination are similar in between 

our survey and the CRUMPET survey. 

6.4 Important features in a tourist guide 
Figure 13 show that finding information, viewing your own location on a map, showing timetables for 

public transport and the ability to switch between thematic layers in a map view are all features that are 

ranked as very important by a large portion of our respondents. These findings are similar to those in 

the CRUMPET study presented in Figure 6. 

The interactive features, booking transport, taxi, accommodation and events where all ranked as being 

very important by roughly 40% of the respondents (~38%, ~36%, ~41%, ~38% respectively). This 

somewhat goes against the findings in the GUIDE evaluation where respondents raised concern about 

interactive services. A possible reason for this could be that people today are more used to making 

bookings or reservations online and thus are more open to this feature than the respondents where ten 
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years ago when GUIDE was evaluated. 

One notable finding is that all three “social” features, uploading content to social networks, sending 

messages to friends and viewing friends locations on a map where ranked as very important by only 

about 10%, 20% and 20% of the respondents respectively, and at the same time they received a “not 

important” ranking by around 20% each –making them the top three not important features. 

6.5 Traveler information need while on tour 
There are many similarities between our findings regarding what information travelers need while on 

tour, presented in Figure 14, and the findings regarding this matter in the CRUMPET evaluation, pre-

sented in Figure 7. The two most important things travelers want information about are in the same 

position; restaurants and sites/attractions. Transportation and events are a close third respectively fourth 

position in our survey while in the CRUMPET study they have switched places. Another thing to take 

note of is that hotels and accommodation was researched beforehand by 40% of the CRUMPET re-

spondents, but by less than 25% of the people answering our survey. Our respondents seem to be more 

interested in the weather, with over 40% answering that they do look up information on local weather 

before a trip, compared to the ~26% that answered that they would look up weather beforehand in the 

CRUMPET evaluation (Figure 7). The variations in this matter could be attributed to small sample 

sizes, since it is not very likely that travelers have shifted their basic information needs in any drastic 

way over the last decade. 

6.6 Delivery and price 
Among the older tourist systems we have investigated, described in Appendix A, none of them are a 

separate mobile application; they are all closely tied to specific hardware platforms especially designed 

for the software application. This is very different from the kind of generic MTIA we asked about in 

our questionnaire. For this reason to compare how much users would be willing to pay for a MTIA 

and one of the older systems would not result in much. However, the CRUMPET survey revealed that 

64% of the people doing the survey would be willing to pay for that system (section 4.5.3). In our sur-

vey we found that only 55% would be willing to pay for a MTIA. We believe this might be because 

the increased availability and accessibility of information on the internet and other free similar mobile 

applications. Availability and accessibility is probably also the reason why 65% of the people in our sur-

veys wanted a downloadable application and another 20% wanted a web application. 
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6.7 Summary 
In Table 6 we compare our results with the functionality of previous tourist systems. The numbers in 

the bottom row (Our results) represents an average value calculated from our questionnaire result set. 

Since we asked our respondents to rate functionality on a scale of 1 to 4 where a 1 represents “not use-

ful” and a 4 equals “very useful”. We have calculated the average value by taking the number of an-

swers for each category times that category‟s numerical representation, i.e. ((no. of “very useful” x 4) + 

(no. of “useful” x 3) + (no. of “somewhat useful” x 3) + (no. of “not useful” x 1)) / total number of 

answers. For example, the value 3,8 for “Information search” was calculated as follows; 62 “Very use-

ful” answers, 15 “useful”, 1 “somewhat useful” and 0 “Not useful” answers, so the formula for this  

becomes (62x4 + 15x3 +1x2 + 0x1) / 78 = 3.8. 78 is the number of respondents that gave an answer 

to this specific question. 

Looking at table 6 we can see that what our survey showed to be some of the most important functions 

is not implemented in all of the previous systems. Show current position is not implemented in the 

GUIDE system for example, Information search is not available in the CRUMPET, COMPASS or 

LiMoG systems, Thematic overlays is a function that is only present in the LiMoG system and Show 

timetables for public transport is not in any system.  

Table 6 – Comparison of our results with functionality found in previous tourist systems 

 

Location aware (A) 

We have not asked our respondents to rate explicitly how useful they would find location awareness, 

but several other functions like showing your own position on a map or showing nearby points of in-

terests on a map presupposes that the application is location aware (see section 6.4). 
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Context aware (B) 

We have not asked our respondents to rate explicitly how useful they would find context awareness, 

but other functions such as showing nearby points of interest on a map presupposes some degree of 

context awareness (see section 6.4).  

Personal profile (C) 

The average value for “context aware presentation of information” and “personal profile” is derived 

from the same question, “How important is it that a mobile tourist information application can adapt to 

your personal profile, which can provide recommendations about attractions, events, restaurants etc. 

based on your interests” (see section 6.1). 

Information search 

A straight-forward information search function was rated among the most important features, qualifying 

it as an essential feature (see section 5.4). 

Context aware presentation of information (C) 

Context aware presentation of information only received a moderate rating, while at the same time 

specific modes of context aware information presentations like "showing nearby POI's on a map" re-

ceived a high rating. This seeming inconsistency could possibly be attributed to the way we phrased our 

survey questions. 

Pro-Active tips (D) 

We did not ask our respondents to rate how useful they would find pro-active tips; instead we asked 

them how they would like to receive recommendations. The results for this question are that 50% of 

the respondents said that they would like to receive either pro-active recommendations or a combina-

tion of pro-active and manual recommendations (see section 6.2) 

Dynamic information (E) 

We have not asked our respondents explicitly to rank how important it is that the application can de-

liver dynamic information. 

Show current position 

This is the single highest rated piece of functionality, with all respondents in our survey rating this as 

being "Very important", thus qualifying this as an essential feature (see section 5.4). 

Show nearby points of interest on a map 

Showing nearby POI's on a map is among the pieces of functionality that was rated the highest, making 

it an essential feature (see section 5.4). 

Thematic overlays 

Thematic overlays are rated as being an important piece of functionality, combined with the im-

portance of "Showing nearby POI's on a map" this is something to consider (see section 5.4). 
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Navigation 

Navigation functionality received a mixed response, making it a secondary feature (see section 5.4). 

See friends position on a map 

Allowing the user to view friend's position on a map was a piece of functionality that received a low 

rating, making it an non-essential piece of functionality (see section 5.4). 

Send messages to friends or tour guides 

A function that would allow a user to send instant messages to friends or TIC's received the overall 

lowest rating, making it an non-essential function (see section 5.4). 

Read and write comments for points of interest 

Reading or writing comments on POI's received a low rating, and thus it can be categorized as a non-

essential piece of functionality (see section 5.4). 

Create a personal tour 

Creating a personal tour functionality received a low rating, placing it in the non-essential function 

category (see section 5.4). 

Make reservations for events or attractions 

Being able to make different kinds of reservations from the application is a piece of functionality that 

received a mixed response and we have therefore categorized it as being a function of secondary im-

portance (see section 5.4). 

Show timetables for public transport 

Viewing timetables for public transport received a high rating and should probably be considered as an 

essential function in an MTIA (see section 5.4). 
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7 Conclusions and discussion 

7.1 Conclusions 
From the analysis presented in chapter 6 we have summarized a table of what constitutes the essential 

functions of a MTIA (Table 7). We conclude that it is desirable that the application can be adapted to 

each user‟s specific needs through personalization; which entails that context awareness is a desirable 

feature since it is a prerequisite for personalization. We also conclude that maps and different map func-

tionality is highly desired and implementation of these should probably be given a high priority in a 

development project. On the Non-Essential side we can see that the different social functions are rated 

low. We can only speculate in the reasons for this but a developer should think twice before imple-

menting this type of functionality in an MTIA, since there is a risk that the users might find them un-

necessary.  

One interesting thing we saw in Table 6 is that some of the features that where rated high in our survey 

was not implemented in all the previous systems. Thematic overlays, for example, was among the over-

all highest rated functions –but was only implemented in the LiMoG system. This can partially be ac-

credited to the fact that the previous systems where research platforms and not commercial products; 

but it can also indicate the importance of user requirement studies! 

Table 7 – Essential and Non-Essential functionality in a MTIA 

 

  

Essential 

• Location awareness 

• Context awareness 

• Information search 

• Show current 
position 

• Show nearby POI‟s 
on a map 

• Thematic overlays 

• Show timetables for 
public transport 

Secondary 

• Navigation 

• Make reservations 

• Personal profile  

• Context aware 
presentation of 
information 

• Pro-Active tips 

Non-Essential 

• See friend‟s position 
on a map 

• Send messages to 
friends or tour 
guides 

• Read/write 
comments for POI‟s 

• Create a personal 
tour 
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Several points from the „Essential‟ category of Table 7 closely relates to the “Mobile development de-

sign guidelines” (section 4.1). “Mobile devices are above all personal communication devices. That is 

why it is no wonder that key values include personally relevant and interesting content and communi-

cation.” and “They [Mobile applications] should be adapted to each and every user‟s own needs and 

capabilities” are both design guidelines that are related to location/context awareness. “They should be 

simple and easy to use” and “The most important information should be the easiest to locate” could be 

linked to features like thematic overlays. In this aspect our study verifies these mobile development 

“best practices” proposed by Kaasinen (2005) and Oinas-Kukkonen & Kurkela (2003). 

Finally we would also like summarize a few important do‟s and don‟ts when it comes to development 

of an MTIA: 

 Do not take away control from the user by having the application filtering information or 

choices too hard. 

 Do offer a straight forward information search, where the results are not filtered against any 

type of context. 

 Do consider the high cost associated with data traffic roaming. 

 Do involve the potential user in the development process. 

7.2 Discussion 
The purpose of this study has been to do an initial collection and analysis of functional requirements for 

a MTIA. In order to accomplish this we started out by studying previous tourist systems to gain an 

understanding of the field. Using what we learned in this literature study we then constructed and ad-

ministered an online questionnaire where we asked the respondents to rate different functionality of a 

MTIA. When looking at the features that where ranked especially high, i.e. being very useful or im-

portant, we can see that several of these are related to map or information search and retrieval, thus 

suggesting that these two “categories” being especially important to consider in a MTIA development 

project. One thing we noticed in the open ended responses (section 5.7) was that there was a concern 

for the high cost associated with data roaming. We realize that leaving this factor out from our ques-

tionnaire is an unintentional omission from our side. 

After the literature review it became quite clear that there are many different challenges that have to be 

addressed in order to successfully develop an MTIA. One of the challenges that is crucial for this type 

of application, which main purpose is to provide information of some sort, is the construction of a 

framework and an information model that can scale beyond a test environment and support a full scale 

commercial product. Several reports on tourist systems argue that a single information repository that is 
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being maintained centrally is not viable in terms of the maintenance and update efforts needed to keep 

the information accurate and up to date. The COMPASS project tackles this issue by constructing a 

structure similar to that of web-services, where content providers can plug in and manage their own 

services. The model presented in the LiMoG project focused on keeping the framework light-weight 

by leveraging already existing information repositories. In the context of a project like the TG4NP, 

where the aim is to develop a generic and reusable framework that then can be tailored into an MTIA 

for a specific city or site, the issue of creating a robust framework is central.   

During the work with this study we have come across a few commercial and publicly available applica-

tions that can be classified as MTIA‟s. In the background chapter we mentioned the Wayn social net-

works mobile application, an application that focuses heavily on social functions and user generated 

content. Other applications include the “iKiruna” and “iGällivare” (under development) applications 

that provides a simple map interface combined with basic information about accommodation, food and 

restaurants, sites and attractions and public services for their respective town, Kiruna and Gällivare. The 

application was first built for Kiruna and was later exported to Gällivare, which is in the process of de-

veloping an own version. Another interesting application available on the market is the “I Tour Seoul” 

application built for the city of Seoul in South Korea. This application offers tons of information about 

accommodation, events, restaurant, shopping and tourist sites, transportation and nightlife to mention a 

few. It also offers a detailed map view as well as functions to plot routes.  These applications have im-

plemented a lot of the functionality that have been discussed in this study and could therefore act as 

examples on what an actual implementation of this functionality might look like. 

From what we can see, mobile applications for tourists are at an early stage of widespread acceptance. 

Previous systems have been research platforms more than commercial products and it is with the advent 

of the smartphones that this kind of applications has the potential to reach a wider audience. There is 

still some way to go before tourists will accept and use mobile applications just as natural as they would 

a guidebook; but the possibilities that come with modern mobile technology are virtually endless; we 

can only hope that this report has provided an ever so small step towards a future with even better mo-

bile applications. 
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7.2.1 Further studies 
A MTIA development project could benefit from more research in several different areas: 

 A larger survey and in-depth interviews for more user requirements.  

 Further research into requirements from more perspectives than the users. What requirements 

might the different content providers have? The tourist centres? The local commercial actors? 

The city council? Etc.   

 An information model and a framework have to be researched and constructed. 

 User interface design and map interaction should be researched.  
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Appendix A – Mobile Tourist Systems 

COMPASS 
COMPASS is a project that took place in 2004. It is a tourist application that was constructed to inte-

grate a context aware system together with a recommender system. The writers of the article ”Context-

Aware Recommendations in the Mobile Tourist Application COMPASS” identified that the technolo-

gy within the mobile and UMTS makes it possible to be online constantly since they are made for 

sending packets when needed, instead of having a line open. Also PDAs are in 2004 becoming more 

advanced making it possible for better looking graphic interface and maps. For tourists these different 

technologies together seem almost ideal. Tourists often do not know where restaurants and attractions 

of different sorts are located. Another group of interest van Setten, Pokraev and Koolwaaij (2004) iden-

tified is business travelers and truck drivers who might also have use of an application like this. 

CRUMPET 
Creation of User-friendly Mobile Services Personalized for Tourism, or CRUMPET, is a project with-

in the Information Society Technologies (IST), which was one of the thematic priorities in the Europe-

an Union Sixth Framework Program for research and technological development set for the period 

2002-2006. The aim of the CRUMPET project was twofold (Schmit-Belz & Posland 2003): 

 To implement and trial tourism-related value-added services for nomadic users 

across mobile and fixed networks. 

 To evaluate agent technology in terms of user acceptability, performance and 

best practice as a suitable approach for fast creation of robust, scalable, seamlessly 

accessible nomadic services. 

The CRUMPET system was developed for the Compaq iPAQ PDA and utilized GPS as well as GSM 

triangulation for positioning. CRUMPET offers both location-aware services as well as personalized 

user interaction with the system (Posland, Laamanen, Malaka, Nick, Buckle, Zipf 2001). The main 

features include interactive maps, information and recommendations and proactive tips about sites near-

by the users current location that might be of interest. CRUMPET relies mainly on implicit feedback 

in order to collect data and build up a user profile, which subsequent queries will be matched against so 

that items similar to what a user has shown interest in before will place high on search results and rec-

ommendations lists (ibid).   
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Cyberguide 
Cyberguide is a project that took place 1996. The “Cyberguide: A Mobile Context-Aware Tour 

Guide” article contains an early vision of the capabilities mobile technology will have in the future. It 

contains both technologies which in 1996 seemed futuristic but is a reality today, and technologies that 

today seems just as futuristic as it did back then. Cyberguide is a context-aware system for in- and out-

door usage, that in 1996 was before its time. 

The first prototype of Cyberguide was designed for use indoors in Graphics Visualization and Usability 

(GVU Center) at Georgia Tech. Instead of paper maps of the various rooms visitors received a context-

aware hand held device. Abowd, Atkeson, Hong, Long, Kooper and Pinkerton (1996) makes the as-

sumption that since tourists happily carries books around, a reasonable size hand-held device would be 

appropriate. They further identify that “the ideal hand-held device will have a screen and pen/finger 

interfaces, access to substantial storage resources – possibly through an internal device such as a CD 

drive, or through substantial communication and networking resources (cell phone, pager, data radio 

interface) providing access to other storage servers (such as the Web) – an audio input and output inter-

face with speech generation and potentially sophisticated voice recognition, and a video input and out-

put interface. The video output could be integrated into the main screen or be a separate video display 

device, such as an attached screen or heads up display on glasses worn by the user.” This quote by the 

authors of this article is almost spot-on what we have and use today. 

GUIDE 
The GUIDE system was developed during the late 90‟s by the Distributed Multimedia Research Group 

at Lancaster University as part of an exploration of the issues and challenges that would arise from the 

development and real world deployment of a location based context aware mobile electronic tourist 

guide (Cheverst, Davies, Mitchell, Friday 2000). The system was developed for a Fujitsu TeamPad 

7600 PDA terminal and was utilizing proximity to wireless access points to determine location. 

The GUIDE system‟s main features were to provide tourists with information, a city map and the abil-

ity to create and follow their own tour of the city. The system also offered a messaging service and a 

limited set of interactive services, such as querying and making reservations at the city‟s cinema. The 

instant messaging service allowed GUIDE users to communicate with each other as well as with the 

local Tourist Information Centre (TIC) trough instant messaging. The content in GUIDE is presented 

in a browser metaphor user interface through the means of hypertext. 

The focus of GUIDE was to provide location based services (LBS) but the system also offered a wider 

logical context model, distinguishing a personal context containing information about the user and an 

environmental context comprising information about time of the day, opening and closing time of 

attractions and links between nearby attractions. In order to store a personal context GUIDE asks new 
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users to set up a personal profile where they enter information such as interests and preferred language. 

The profile is then used in combination with the environmental context when the system decides what 

information to present to the user.  

LiMoG 
The LiMoG, or Linzer Mobile Guide, application was built in 2006 in order to demonstrate a light-

weight approach to mobile tourist systems; and in adherence to this light-weight approach the LiMoG 

application is built as a web application. This means that all potentially computationally heavy tasks are 

moved away from the client to a web server. It also means that LiMoG can be run on any device that 

has GPS and web browsing capabilities. The motivation behind the LiMoG project was to tackle the 

maintenance problems that affect heavy weight proprietary solutions that rely on their own repositories 

for both geographical data and information content. The LiMoG project also recognized a need for 

dynamic information. This motivation was then distilled down to the following design principles for 

the LiMoG framework (Schwinger, Grün, Pröll, Retschitzegger & Werthner 2006). 

 Support a core set of geographic services, such as positioning and basic map interaction. 

 Support a basic set of tourist services. 

 Make use of existing location sensing infrastructure. 

 Maintain a loose coupling to the underlying GIS by using standards provided by the Open Ge-

ospatial Consortium (OGC). 

 Support alternative representations of geodata, i.e. maps, aerial photos etc. Support the social 

aspect of tourism. 

 Support basic pre and post-trip functionality. 

 Minimize application maintenance effort. 

The motivation behind the development of the LiMoG application was not to build a full-fledged tour-

ist application, but rather to show that it is possible to build a working application with a light-weight 

highly configurable framework. The LiMoG application with its underlying framework is built so that 

it can utilize already existing GIS as well as tourist information repositories. By taking this approach, the 

LiMoG framework solves the maintenance problems of proprietary solutions as well as making it easy 

to adapt to different geographic regions. 
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Appendix B – Survey questions 

Demography 

We would like you to enter some quick facts about yourself 

[1.1] What is your gender? 

[1.2]What is your age? 

[1.3]Which country are you from? 

[1.4]How did you find out about this survey? 

[1.5]How often do you travel (both domestic and international)? 

[1.6]For which purpose do you travel? 

Pre-Travel information 

We would like to know a bit about what information you collect about the destination you 
intend to visit before you depart 

[2.1]About what things do you usually collect information BEFORE traveling? 

[2.2]From which sources do you get information BEFORE you travel? 

During traveling 

We would like to collect some information regarding what you do wile you travel 

[3.1]During your trip, about what things do you usually collect information? 

[3.2]During your trip, from which sources do you get information?  

[3.3]In general, how important are the following aspects of a travel destination? 

Mobile Tourist Information Application 

In this section we would like to know what you think of mobile tourist information appli-
cations 

[4.1]Have you used any mobile application intended for tourists before? 

[4.2]How important is it that a mobile tourist information application can adapt to your personal pro-
file, that it can provide recommendations about attractions, events, restaurants etc based on your inter-
ests? 
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[4.3.1]How should a mobile tourist information application gather information for a personal profile? 

[4.3]How should a recommendation system in a mobile tourist application function? 

[4.4]On what criteria should recommendations be based? 

[4.5]What kind of recommendations would you like to receive?  

Features of a Mobile Tourist Information Application 

Please rate the possible functionality of a mobile tourist information application 

[5.1]Planning 
Please rate the perceived usefulness of the following planning functions 

[5.2]Information 
Please rate the perceived usefulness of the following information items 

[5.3]Map 
Please rank the perceived usefulness of the following map functions 

[5.4]Transportation 
Please rank the perceived usefulness of the following transportation functions 

[5.5]Socializing 
Please rank the perceived usefulness of the following social functions 

[5.6]Please describe what other features or functionality you would like to have in a mobile tourist 
information application.  

Tourist Guide for Norther Periphery 

Please answer the following questions related to the Tourist Guide for Norther Periphery 
(TG4NP) Project 

[tg4np.1]Traveling can be divided into three phases; Before, During and After travel. In what phase 
would you find a Mobile Tourist Information Application most useful? 

[tg4np.2]How would you like to access a mobile tourist information application? 

[tg4np.3]Should a mobile tourist information application be combined with personal guidance? 

[tg4np.4]Would you be willing to pay for a mobile tourist information application? 

[tg4np.5]How much would you be willing to pay for a mobile tourist information application? 

 


